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ESSAYS
In February 2014, a painting by 27-year-old Californian artist
Parker Ito sold at Sotheby’s in London for over £50,000 on a high
estimate of only £15,000. The Agony and the Ecstasy (2012) is one
of a series of abstractions on shiny Scotchlite, the reflective material
used on signs and high-visibility clothing.
It was Ito’s first artwork to go to auction, and, as you could imagine,
the result caused quite a stir. Some collectors who owned his
work saw an opportunity, and a trove of Ito works subsequently
came to market: an incredible 38 paintings in little more than a year,
although none achieved as high a price as the first.
These works, including pointillist paintings on silk and more from
The Agony and the Ecstasy series, have mainly taken the form
of minimal abstractions with subtle colour tones – put simply,
easy on the eye and easy to digest. But what was it about
The Agony and the Ecstasy that set off such fireworks? The painting
fits right in with the work of a wider clutch of process-based
abstractionists that the market has been speculating on for
a number of years now. Jacob Kassay, David Ostrowski, Dan Rees
and Lucien Smith among others have seen their paintings flipped
at auction for enormous prices relative to their tender years.
In the process, their work has been transformed into trophies
or liquid assets.
Why these artists and why now, especially when we already have
such a long tradition of abstract painting? Being young and male,
though not necessarily white, helps; the speculative crew must
see this demographic as their best bet for an asset increase over
time. They seemed, at least at first, to be part of an evolving
movement of artists using unconventional techniques to make
ethereal abstractions – spraying paint with a fire extinguisher
or electro-plating canvases with silver. But later their work and
any ‘-ism’ that was in the process of developing was denounced
as “Zombie Formalism” by critic and artist Walter Robinson
in Artspace, or most famously “Crapstraction” by Jerry Saltz
in New York magazine.
Their paintings have been described as having “wall power”,
but they’re not what most people would call macho. Often
in muted colours, their work brings to mind – ironically or,
on second thought, maybe not – the paintings of Agnes Martin
or the more subdued abstractions of Mark Rothko, artists who
attempted to imbue their work with a sense of spirituality and
to give the viewer a transcendent experience.
The works of these investable artists spread like wildfire across the
globe, sparked by the email and Instagram accounts of influential
investors and private dealers. Paintings were bought from studios;
solo shows in project spaces were raided; works were quickly
sold and resold. Some of the buyers have probably only ever
seen jpegs of their purchases; they may never hang on their walls,
languishing in storage until the right moment comes to liquidate.
The artists have been excluded from the profits of most of these
transactions, and there has been considerable anxiety about the
long-term effects of all this speculation on their markets and on
the contemporary art market in general. Some collectors have
been bitten by this anxiety and are nervous about what they
have bought in the past and what they may buy in the future.
Even the least speculative, old-school collector is entitled to ask:
will I make a fortune on this work, or will its value crash?

And so Parker Ito found himself in the middle of the maelstrom.
Which is rather ironic, because his exhibition strategy, almost from
day one, has been to bamboozle his audience’s expectations and,
by extension, those of the art market. He has said: “In terms
of The Agony and Ecstasy paintings, there are something like
700 of them. I hate the idea of a masterpiece, a singular work
that is brilliant.”
He has also said, in a 2012 interview, that he wanted their
documentation to be complex:

PARKER ITO
The Agony and the
Ecstasy, 2013
vinyl over enamel
on 3M Scotchlite
162 x 46 x 3.8 cm
Photo: Elon Schoenholz
Courtesy the artist
and Château Shatto,
Los Angeles

“I got this idea to try and create artworks that were
un-documentable, and then this basically shifted into trying
to make art objects where the content of the work was
the documentation and that had multiple, unique viewing
experiences. Reflective material offered all of these qualities
and I just jumped into that head-first.”
In mid-2014, he had a solo exhibition at the prestigious White
Cube in London, except it sounded like a group show without
him in it. The artist list included his studio assistants, a Los Angeles
fabricator and his alter-ego Parker Cheeto. He has written about
his collaborative method of working: “I try to make work that has
many hands in it instead of trying to present something unified.
So the labour of my assistants is really present in my work and
that's part of the reason why I named the White Cube show after
them. I always have final say in the things I'm making, but my
assistants have a very collaborative role in what I do.” The press
release was a weird story by Parker Cheeto about the art world
and getting smashed.
Recently, he has done a series of shows around Los Angeles
in conjunction with the gallery Château Shatto. It’s an emerging
Downtown gallery co-run by his partner Liv Barrett, who hails
from Melbourne, where she worked as an independent curator
with the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art (ACCA) and
the legendary Uplands. He is represented solely by them. I know
this because he repeatedly states it on his website, which he has
said is his central artwork. There, you can also find an email
address to write to, shitlist@parkerito.com, to discover who has
sold his work at auction.
One of his shows, A Lil Taste of Cheeto in the Night, was
in a massive, old showroom space where he hoisted up two-sided
paintings and bronze sculptures, among other objects, using
multi-coloured chains. Rope lighting poured down over sculptures,
crates, carpet-strips and many, many other things to produce
a highly maximal installation to say the least. The exhibition had
a newsprint flyer with “Revenge” written on its cover. One seasoned
LA collector, who loved the show, said the space looked dangerous.
Even if Ito appears to be deliberately biting the hands that feed
him – namely the collectors he needs to buy his work – his strategies
are not so different from the anti-commodity ideas of the
Conceptualists of the 1960s or the difficult-to-market ‘scatter
artists’, such as Jason Rhoades and Tomoko Takahashi, who
constructed enormous installations comprising zillions of elements.
Ito’s peers are not abstract painters. They are the so-called
‘post-internet’ artists, who use computers and the internet
as second nature to make and distribute their work. Many of
them – including Petra Cortright, Jon Rafman, and Artie Vierkant
– are now negotiating the vicissitudes of the wider art world,
exhibiting in galleries and museums across the globe.
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Resisting the market and biting the hand that feeds in the age of Instagram
and the auction. By John Thomson
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Vierkant, who has shown with Ito, wrote the influential essay
“The Image Object Post-Internet” back in 2010, a thousand
years ago in internet time. It’s an incisive look at how an
artist’s work translates from images to objects as it moves
from screens to bricks-and-mortar galleries. The artist’s
audience also moves from the digital ether to the gallery
and then back to viewing documentation of the work online.
Ito’s idea about having many documents of the one work
is intimately tied up with this distribution model.

An antidote to concerns about value or authenticity may
be to take the most conservative route: to invest in those
who appear to be the torchbearers for one of Modernism’s
loftiest aspirations: spiritual abstraction, High Art at its most
high. Has the enormous number of art sales over the internet
via digital images actually engendered a fear in the
market of the copy, the multiple, the fake, and triggered
a retreat to the unique, mystical object authored by the
artist as alchemist?

Crucially, Vierkant believes there is no real difference now
between the art object in the gallery space and the image
of the object. “In the Post-Internet climate, it is assumed
that the work of art lies equally in the version of the object
one would encounter at a gallery or museum, the images
and other representations disseminated through the Internet
and print publications, bootleg images of the object or its
representations, and variations on any of these as edited
and recontextualised by any other author.”

Whether related to his artistic strategies or not, Ito’s auction
prices have steadily gone down to the point that a painting
from The Agony and the Ecstasy series sold recently
in London for less than £10,000. But it may be no tragedy
for him. As a young artist with a lot of ideas and formidable
ambition, he just may be able to steer his own way and
build a sustainable practice where his work is understood
in its totality – not just within the narrow confines of what
goes to auction.

Outside the scope of his essay is where the art market now
assumes the work of art lies. It still seems to see the gallery,
the private collection, or the museum as the place. But
is there concern that this triangular formula is no longer
so secure? If Vierkant is correct that a transference of value
between image and object is occurring, then perhaps the
market value of a work could also become destabilised
or transformed in some way.

“I don't really see myself as ‘anti-market’. I'm just trying
to empower myself and I also want to make things that
require a certain level of attentiveness. Getting people
to see the whole picture – that feels like the real struggle
right now.”

